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To mitigate the increasing reports and prevalence of neurodegenerative disorders          

among the human population especially in the young, detection and clinical monitoring            

of neurotrophic factor proteins is essential. Thus, this study aims at designing an             

artificial (biomimetic) detection platform for the detection of brain-derived         

neurotrophic factor, BDNF, a neurodegenerative disorder biomarker in human serum,          
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List of abbreviations and symbols 

AA Acetic Acid 

AD Alzheimer’s Disease 

ADT Autodock Tools 

AE Auxiliary Electrode 

ARMET Arginine-Rich, Mutated in Early-Stage Tumors, see MANF 

ATP 4- aminothiophenol 

BDNF Brain-derived Neurotrophic Factor 

CB Competitive Binding 

CDNF Cerebral Dopamine Neurotrophic Factor 

CD48 Cluster of Differentiation 48 

CV Cyclic Voltammetry 

DPV Differential Pulse Voltammetry 

DTSSP 3,3'-dithiobis(sulfosuccinimidyl propionate) 

EIS Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 

ELISA Enzyme-linked Immunosorbent Assay 

HSA Human Serum Albumin 

LOD Limit of detection 

MANF Mesencephalic Astrocyte-Derived Neurotrophic Factor 

ME/EtOH 2-mercaptoethanol in ethanol 

MI Molecular Imprinting 

MIP Molecularly Imprinted Polymers 

mPD meta-Phenylenediamine 

NF Neurotrophic Factor 

NIP Non-imprinted Polymer 

RE Reference Electrode 

PmPD Poly(meta-Phenylenediamine) 

TFE Thin Film Electrode 

WE Working Electrode 
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INTRODUCTION 

Over the years, the issues of dementia, depression and certain other neurological            

disorders (NDs) are mental health problems that are commonly encountered in           

neuropsychiatric practice in the elderly worldwide [1]. Although the underlying factors           

that contribute to the incidence and progression of these disorders might vary from             

oxidative stress to inflammation as well as genetic and dietary factors, the major             

factor is still not yet known. Nowadays, the reported cases of such NDs, particularly              

depression in young people is increasing and becoming prevalent at an alarming rate             

although under certain circumstances [2]. A group of endogenous proteins, which           

were first discovered in the early 1950s was seen to support the survival, growth,              

morphological plasticity or synthesis of proteins for differentiated functions of neurons           

[3]. These proteins, so-called neurotrophic factors (NFs), which includes brain-derived          

neurotrophic factor (BDNF), cerebral dopamine neurotrophic factor (CDNF) among         

others are neuroprotective in nature and their actions have been of interest and are              

still being studied in medical research fields. In a recent study carried out by Forlenza               

et al. [4], the authors showed a correlation between the presence of a decreased              

serum BDNF concentration and development of Alzheimer’s Disease in amnestic Mild           

Cognitive Impaired subjects. Therefore, because there is an interrelationship between          

the serum concentration of these NFs particularly BDNF and the ND state of an              

individual, detecting their presence and measuring their concentration in serum would           

be significant in clinical diagnosis of the said disorder as was also reported by Balietti               

et al. [5]. 

Nowadays, a number of analytical methods for detection and quantification of NF            

proteins in serum, are available and include, for example, Enzyme-linked          

Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA), Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry,      

Fluorescence Spectroscopy, Size-exclusion Chromatography, and Protein      

Immunostaining. All of these methods, though known for their highly accurate           

analytical measurements, have many shortcomings including the requirement of         

expensive analytical grade solvents and specialized conditions for analysis, they are           

considered as generally too slow when rapid response is needed, and a highly             

experienced and skillful operator is usually needed for the equipment. Therefore, a lot             

of efforts are put into developing sensors capable of analyte detection with similar             

detection accuracy, but at the same time providing easy handling and improved            

stability. Sensors modified with a Molecularly Imprinted Polymer (MIP) as a synthetic            

recognition element can provide a valuable solution in the field. 

MIPs are artificial polymeric receptors generated via Molecular Imprinting Technology,          

which can be defined as a process of creating specific molecular recognition sites in              
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polymeric matrices. MIPs are advantageous owing to the fact that they are            

reproducible, maintain inexpensive fabrication, and they exhibit exceptional chemical         

and thermal stability [6]. MIPs have been studied extensively for imprinting of proteins             

such as  immunoglobulins [7], enzymes [8], [9], nucleic acids [10] etc. 

Imprinting of a protein however, represents challenges such as preserving the protein            

native tertiary or quaternary state during polymer formation and reduced selectivity           

due to conformational flexibility [11]. Notwithstanding, a number of synthesis          

approaches such as epitope imprinting [12] and employing surface imprinting          

techniques were developed [7] to overcome  these challenges.  

Protein-MIPs have been successfully incorporated into sensor platforms particularly         

Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) [14], Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) [13],          

Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) [15] and Screen-Printed Electrodes (SPEs) [16].          

Recently, Syritski`s group reported a MIP-based synthetic receptor for BDNF prepared           

by photopolymerization and integrated with SPE sensor for rapid Point of Care (PoC)             

medical diagnostic purposes [17]. However, SPEs exhibit low stability and cannot           

withstand rigorous cleaning procedures which make them suitable for single analysis. 

Thin film electrode (TFE) on the other hand, can be a promising electrochemical             

sensing platform to fabricate MIP-sensor due to its stability, low cost and use of a               

small volume of analyte for analysis (1-5 microliters). Because its substrate is glass, it              

can withstand extreme treatment conditions with chemicals making it reusable after           

cleaning.  

Electrochemical synthesis allows a simple and direct integration of a uniform polymer            

film with a sensor platform [18]. The electrochemical synthesis approach provides           

good control of the polymer thickness down to the nanometers range, the ability to              

carry out synthesis at room temperature, as well as the possibility to prepare MIP in a                

microarray format [19], [20]. Application of electropolymerization for protein         

imprinting have shown favorable results. Thus, Syritski`s group developed an          

electrochemical surface imprinting strategy using a cleavable linker for protein          

immobilization before electrochemical polymerization [7], [21] that was successfully         

applied for imprinting of CDNF [15]. 

In this thesis, electrochemical surface imprinting approach was adapted for the           

synthesis of BDNF-MIP films, which was interfaced with a TFE as a stable and low-cost               

electrochemical sensing platform. On the gold working surface of TFE, a thin film of              

Poly m-Phenylenediamine (PmPD) was electrodeposited from a monomer solution of          

m-Phenylenediamine (mPD). Electropolymerization parameters such as applied       

potential and charge density were optimized in order to generate a homogeneous            

surface-adhering polymer film with appropriate thickness. The electrochemically        

synthesized polymer on TFE was further subjected to an optimized washing out            
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protocol in both mercaptoethanolic and acidic solutions to remove the target molecule            

from its matrix giving rise to the BDNF-MIP films. Lastly, the analytical performance of              

the resulting BDNF-MIP/TFE was studied in terms of its sensitivity and selectivity for             

the target analyte, BDNF.  
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1. LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 Molecular imprinting 

The technology of creating artificial recognition sites in polymeric matrices which are            

complementary to the template in their size, shape and spatial arrangement of            

functional groups is known as Molecular Imprinting (MI) [6]. MI dates back to the              

early 1930s when a research group from Kiev, reported some unusual adsorption            

properties in silica particles prepared using a novel synthesis procedure [22]. Other            

works done by research groups such as that of Pauling and Campbell [23], Martin and               

Synge [24] and Morrison [25] on silica imprinting were also reported but with minor              

publications in the area. Nonetheless, a breakthrough in organic polymer imprinting           

came in the early 1970s, when Wulff and Sarhan reported on preparation of specific              

binding sites in vinyl polymers using covalent imprinting approach [26]. Almost a            

decade later, organic polymer imprinting became much more advanced when the           

Mosbach group presented an organic MIP using only non-covalent interactions [27].           

This paved the way for the modern day molecular imprinting using a non-covalent             

approach. The principle of MI involves co-polymerization of cross-linking monomers          

and a molecular complex pre-formed between the target molecule that acts as a             

‘template’ and functional monomers using either covalent, non-covalent or         

semi-covalent interactions. After template removal from the polymer matrix, specific          

complementary cavities (interstices) are left behind the material [28]. Fig. 1.1 is a             

simplified representation of the molecular imprinting principle showing monomer,         

template and polymer relationship. 

 

Figure 1.1 Basic principle of molecular imprinting [29] 
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1.1.1 Types of molecular imprinting 

For the imprinting of molecules, there are different types of MI techniques that can be               

classified in three main categories; bulk imprinting, surface imprinting and epitope           

imprinting. 

Bulk imprinting 

In bulk imprinting a target molecule is wholly imprinted in the polymer matrix and              

after polymerization it is then wholly removed from the molecularly imprinted           

material. The main advantage of this method of imprinting is that it gives better              

selectivity of the polymer towards the template as the 3D shape and all functional              

groups of the molecule is fully imprinted. A major issue of bulk imprinting is that               

template molecules might be embedded too deeply in the polymer matrices and            

removal of the template after the polymerization process may become difficult or            

impossible [11]. To overcome these drawbacks, alternative imprinting techniques         

including surface and epitope imprinting have been developed. 

Surface imprinting 

In surface imprinting, the highly specific recognition sites are formed at the surface of              

the imprinted polymer and are more easily accessible with favorable binding kinetics            

[30]. This helps to address the problem of having a template molecule stuck within the               

rigid framework of the polymer usually encountered in bulk imprinting. In surface            

imprinting, less template molecules are used as compared to bulk imprinting           

techniques because template is only used in the surface coating step [31] which is              

advantageous, although this method of imprinting also has its drawback which is the             

possibility of lower sensitivity owing to the reduced number of imprinted sites [32].             

This technique is popular and most applicable especially for imprinting of biological            

macromolecules and it is widely used for different types of target analytes including             

proteins, microbes and cells [33], [34], [35]. 

Epitope imprinting 

The epitope approach is based on using a short peptide that represents only part of a                

larger peptide or protein as a template during MIP synthesis. This approach makes it              

possible to obtain MIPs that efficiently recognize both the template and larger            

peptides or proteins that possess the same C-terminal part of the structure [36]. 

1.2 Molecularly imprinted polymers  

Molecular imprinted polymers (MIPs) - otherwise referred to as synthetic materials           

with specific recognition capacity for specific target molecules, have attracted much           

attention in the scientific world. In comparison to their biological counterparts, MIP            

synthetic receptors exhibit longer storage time, long-term stability in larger ranges of            
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pH and temperature, simplicity of use, more robust format and a relatively effortless             

ease of preparation [37], [38]. MIPs have been termed “plastibodies” due to their             

similarity to natural antibodies i.e. with respect to their ability to selectively and             

strongly bind a specific target molecule [39]. 

The potential usage of MIPs in automated detection and monitoring of a wide range of               

samples electrochemically, coupled with its ability to be combined with miniaturized,           

portable sensors, which are sensitive and selective detection platforms for analytes           

such as proteins, antibiotics and even cells makes MIPs quite fascinating [40].            

Remarkably, the characteristics of MIPs can be modified to optimally suit a particular             

task and analysis medium and this also makes them very attractive candidates for             

performing biochemical analysis. It is therefore pertinent to carefully consider the           

polymer format while designing a MIP with good enough recognition for its specific             

template and optimal stability. 

When designing a MIP for a protein target, a key parameter to consider is the               

noncovalent interactions between the protein and the functional monomer. These          

interactions are categorized into four types as is presented in Fig. 1.2: lipophilic             

interactions, hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interactions, and Van der waals         

interactions [41]. It should be noted however that imprinting of a protein molecule has              

its own drawbacks. One of them is the difficulty in maintaining the conformational             

stability of a protein molecule during the polymerization process. Moreover, the           

protein imprinted sites might also be attractive for smaller molecules which in turn will              

result in cross-reactivity and decreased selectivity of the resulting MIP. 

 

Figure 1.2 A graphical illustration of the different types of interactions in the complex between a                

functional monomer and a protein [42] 
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1.2.1 MIP formats 

MIP format is a very vital aspect in MIP design and preparation and dependents on the                

application of the MIP. Examples of MIP formats include: monoliths, nanoparticles and            

thin films.  

Monoliths 

Monolithic MIPs are prepared by a bulk polymerization method and they are polymer             

blocks with template molecules enmeshed within them [43]. After preparation, the           

monolith polymer must further be grounded, sieved to separate particles in the range             

of 25-50 microns, washed thoroughly for adequate template removal and only then            

can it be used for experimental purposes [44]. The use of monolithic polymers is very               

well established especially when as columns for HPLC [45], but they have quite a              

number of disadvantages including: fabrication is labour-intensive and time consuming          

and an estimated 70% of the polymer is wasted on grinding the bulk to smaller pieces                

since using the monoliths just as is, is difficult [46]. Industrial scalability of monoliths              

is also partly not very feasible because of uneven heat distribution during            

post-processing of the polymer. As a result, a more thorough MIP design definitely is              

required to meet industrial scale. 

Nanoparticles 

MIP nanoparticles, with sizes ranging from 50-500 nm, possess greater surface           

area-to-volume ratio unlike bulk monoliths and as a result, a greater number of the              

selective binding sites. In addition, in the case of MIP nanoparticles the target             

molecules can easily access the imprinted cavities leading to the fast binding events             

and improving the performance in sensing and separation [47]. This format is the             

most suitable for surface imprinting because of the ease of accessibility to the binding              

sites for large molecules like proteins while the MIP surface still retains its specific              

recognition [39]. It's only disadvantage is that designing MIP nanoparticles can be            

laborious because parameters like the degree of crosslinking as well as optimum            

template-monomer interaction can be a limitation in the synthesis protocol [48]. 

Thin films  

For MIP-based sensor preparation, thin polymer films are employed because they           

enable the production of highly uniform layers, with reproducible and easily tunable            

characteristics (e.g. thickness or porosity) of the resulting polymer [19]. Thin film            

polymers usually have thickness ranging from 0.5-30 nm and they permit rapid            

diffusion of ionic species in solution across the imprinted matrix which results in high              

and fast responses. The main advantages of this MIP format is the use of a minimal                

amount of protein for MIP synthesis and more easy and effective washing out             

procedure. One downside to this format is that thin films reduce the effective area of               
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the protein template available to generate interactions with functional recognition          

elements in the polymer when compared with bulk monolith imprints [49].  

1.2.2 Electropolymerization of MIP 

Electrochemical polymerization is very useful for deposition of polymer films on           

conducting substrate surfaces, hence permitting the possibility of integrating a uniform           

polymer film with a sensor platform. It is an appropriate method for MIP film synthesis               

because it can be carried out at room temperature and provides the possibility of a               

good control over the thickness of the polymer, its inner morphology and structure.             

The electrochemically synthesized MIPs can be applied for the preparation of           

MIP-based sensors [50]. 

1.3 Sensor platforms for MIP sensor preparation 

The detection and quantification of clinically relevant molecules in patient samples           

during medical diagnostics or in therapeutic procedures is significant to monitor certain            

health conditions at an early stage. Many of traditional sensor platforms exploit the             

use of labelled signal detection, the examples of which include immunosensing using            

specific detection proteins (antibodies) with fluorescent, radio- or enzymatic labels for           

analyte measurement. Analysis using this platform however is time-consuming, needs          

specialized laboratory equipment and significant expertise to carry out, and as such            

currently, their application in rapid testing and point-of-care diagnosis is not very            

feasible [51]. Label-free methods of detection however, avoids the labelling procedure           

with expensive reactives, can be used to track molecular events in real time and              

permits more direct information to be acquired in biosensing applications [52].  

MIP as a recognition element can be used in combination with a label-free sensor              

platform to detect the changes of response during binding on the sensor surface.             

Thus, MIPs were successfully integrated with various label-free sensing platforms          

including Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) [53], [54], [55], [56], Quartz Crystal           

Microbalance (QCM) [57], [58], [59], and SAW [60], [15], [61]. Other label-free            

electrochemical sensing platforms include Screen Printed Electrode (SPE) and Thin          

Film Electrode (TFE). Electrochemical label-free sensor platforms are advantageous in          

that they permit simple, rapid analytical measurements and low-cost on-field          

detection. They reduce the bulkiness of measurement equipment and are suitable for            

mass fabrication of miniaturized devices. These electrochemical sensing platforms         

have played a major role in the move towards simplified testing for point-of-care             

usage of biosensors [62]. A rather concise description of both the SPE and TFE sensor               

platforms are given below.  
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1.3.1 Screen printed electrode  

Screen printed electrodes (SPEs) are sensitive, miniaturized, disposable electrodes         

that are produced via the screen-printed technology. Screen-printed technology         

consists of layer-by-layer depositions of ink upon a solid substrate, through the use of              

a screen or mesh. In recent years, SPEs, with low cost and ease and speed of mass                 

production using thick film technology have been extensively employed for developing           

novel (electrochemical) sensing platforms and improving their performances.        

Increasingly, MIPs integrated with SPE sensor platforms (Fig. 1.3a) have been           

successfully developed for various analyte detection [17], [40], [63]. SPE usually           

includes a three electrode configuration (working, counter and reference electrodes)          

printed on either a plastic or ceramic substrate, with easily modifiable inks using inkjet              

printers. For SPE preparation, silver and carbon ink are commonly used pastes            

although other materials such as gold, platinum and silver based inks are also used.              

The paste material is hardened on the substrate either by firing, binding or sintering              

[64].  

The main advantage of SPEs is the reduced sample volume required for analysis. This              

can be as low as a few microliters and it translates to a reduction in the overall size of                   

the diagnostic system into which the device will be integrated. Also, SPEs are versatile              

because their surface can be easily modified to fit multiple purposes related to             

different analytes and also because they can make use of a wide range of              

electrochemical analysis methods for analyte detection. Lastly they can be connected           

to a portable instrumentation (Fig. 1.3b) which makes it possible for highly specific             

on-site determination of target analytes. In addition, SPEs avoid some of the common             

problems of classical solid electrodes, such as memory effects and tedious cleaning            

processes [65]. Its disadvantages however include that the sensor cannot be           

regenerated (single use), usually reacts destructively with thiolic solution and exhibits           

poor stability during electrochemical analysis. 

  

Figure 1.3 Tools for electrochemical detection on SPE sensors. (a) a SPE sensor chip, (b) a                

portable wireless potentiostat [66] 
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1.3.2 Thin-film electrode  

Thin film electrode (TFE) is an electrochemical transducer prepared using thin-film           

technology. The technology is based on photolithography and the conducting material           

(mainly pure metals) is deposited (either chemical or physical vapor deposition) with a             

thickness of nanometers (typically 10–300 nm) [67]. The base substrate can either be             

glass, silicon and ceramic which gives the sensor additional mechanical stability during            

laboratory analyses. 

TFE-based miniaturized, electrochemical sensor enables real-time detection of analytes         

with improved accuracy. This technology allows integration of electrochemical sensors          

in microfluidic devices allowing the manipulation of samples with very small volume            

(microliters–nanoliters range) as well as multiplexing possibility, e.g. simultaneous         

analysis of different analytes in a single device [68]. TFE sensors can be mass              

produced and a limitation of production of this sensor however is in the manufacturing              

process which is time-consuming with the requirement of state-of-the-art clean room           

facilities [69]. In this thesis MicruX™ thin film single electrode produced by MicruX             

Technologies (Fig. 1.4a) was used as an electrochemical transducer. This TFE is            

usually used together with a drop-cell connector as seen from Fig. 1.4b for easy and               

fast electroanalytical measurements. 

 

Figure 1.4 Tools for electrochemical detection on TFE (a) a micrux sensor chip, (b) micrux               

drop-cell connector [70] 

1.4 Proteins as disease-related biomarkers 

Proteins are large biomolecules, or macromolecules, consisting of one or more long            

chains of amino acid residues and performs a vast array of functions within organisms,              

including catalysing metabolic reactions, DNA replication, responding to stimuli,         

providing structure to cells, and organisms, and transporting molecules from one           

location to another. From their discovery and when they were first described in the              

early 19th century, their importance has been recognized by chemists including Jons            

Jacob Berzelius who in 1838 coined the term ‘protein’ from Greek proteos meaning             

‘holding first place’. Due to their central role in biological function, protein interactions             

also control the mechanisms leading to healthy and diseased states in organisms.            
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Diseases are often caused by mutations affecting the binding interface or leading to             

biochemically dysfunctional allosteric changes in proteins [71]. Therefore, protein         

interaction networks and their presence or absence in biofluids (such as blood serum)             

can elucidate the molecular basis of disease, which in turn can inform methods for              

prevention, diagnosis, and treatment. As a result, the concentration of the specific            

protein in the blood serum should be critical in the clinical diagnosis of a huge number                

of diseases [72]. 

Several serum proteins e.g human serum albumin and some members of the family of              

the neurotrophic factor proteins are very valuable in that apart from their basic             

biological functioning in the body, they can also serve as significant disease            

biomarkers. A description of these proteins is given in the subsequent subsections. 

1.4.1  Neurotrophic factor proteins 

Neurotrophic factors (NFs) are polypeptides or small proteins that support and           

enhance the growth, differentiation, and survival of neurons [73]. Also referred to as             

the nervous system growth factors (NGFs), the first protein, nerve growth factor            

(NGF) was discovered in the early 1950s because of its trophic effects on sensory and               

sympathetic neurons [74]. NFs due to their extensive influence on neurons are            

candidate mechanisms used for diagnosis and prognosis of neuronal and axonal           

disorders [75]. The correlation between different disease conditions and the          

concentration of neurotrophic factors (especially BDNF) in the human blood serum           

have been described in several literature [4], [5], [76]. Blood serum analysis which is              

the most widely used method for clinical diagnosis is relatively not so invasive             

compared with cerebrospinal fluid or brain tissue collecting but may provide significant            

information about the neurologic status of an individual. Of all the neurotrophins            

present in the healthy and diseased brain, BDNF is one of the most studied [77]. 

Brain-derived neurotrophic factor  

Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), discovered in 1982, is the second member           

of the “neurotrophin” family of neurotrophic factors. After its discovery, it was            

subsequently purified from a pig’s brain and was shown to promote survival of a              

subpopulation of dorsal root ganglion neurons [78]. BDNF has a molecular weight of             

14 kilodaltons (kDa) and a 3-D structure as shown in Fig. 1.5a.  

In general, of all the neurotrophic factors, both BDNF and neurotrophin-4 (NT-4) have             

more than 50% amino acid homology. They preferentially bind tyrosine kinase           

receptor B (trkB) neurotrophin receptor and they are expressed extensively in the            

adult and aged brain [79]. 

The concentration of BDNF in normal human serum ranges between 8 to 40 ng/mL              

[80]. Regarding the level of expression of BDNF in the brain, there have been              
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detection of high levels of this protein in the hippocampus, amygdala, cerebellum and             

cerebral cortex in both rodents and humans with the highest levels found in the              

hippocampal neurons, while low levels have also been detected in organs such as             

heart, liver, lung among others [81]. It was reported that serum concentrations of             

BDNF varied either due to the presence of some certain neurologic disorders (NDs)             

such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s disease, depression or dementia and also in patients            

under certain medications, most especially antidepressants. According to Forlenza et          

al., in people that progressed from Mild Cognitive Impairment to Alzheimer’s disease,            

their serum level of BDNF was observed to be approximately 10 times lower than              

normal serum level [4]. While Toyooka et al. [82] reported serum BDNF levels in              

schizophrenic patients to be approximately 4 times lower than that of healthy patients.             

Furthermore, Lang et al. [83] showed a negative correlation of BDNF serum            

concentrations and neuroticism in healthy volunteers. They suggested that low BDNF           

levels in healthy humans with depressive personality traits might be reflective of a             

genetic profile, which is linked to depression and as such BDNF serum concentrations             

serve as a risk marker.  

Mesencephalic astrocyte-derived neurotrophic factor 

Mesencephalic astrocyte-derived neurotrophic factor (MANF) is an 18 kDa molecular          

weight protein, also known as ARMET (arginine-rich, mutated in early stage tumors)            

[84], and a 3-D structure as shown in Fig. 1.5b. It enhances the survival of embryonic                

midbrain dopaminergic neurons in vitro [85]. It also protects neurons against cerebral            

ischemia in vivo, possibly by inhibiting cell necrosis/apoptosis in the cerebral cortex            

[86]. MANF has no sequence homology to BDNF and its expression is widespread in              

the nervous system and non-neuronal tissues [85]. It is localized mainly to the lumen              

of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and their primary function appears to be modulation of             

the unfolded protein response (UPR) pathway. In the brain, relatively high MANF levels             

have been detected in the cerebral cortex, hippocampus and cerebellar Purkinje cells            

[87], [88]. 

Cerebral dopamine neurotrophic factor 

Cerebral dopamine neurotrophic factor (CDNF) also known as ‘ARMET-like protein 1’ is            

a protein with 8 conserved cysteine residues that in humans is encoded by the CDNF               

gene and expressed in several tissues of mouse and human, including the mouse             

embryonic and postnatal brain [89].  

Having also a molecular weight of 18 kDa, it is a homolog to MANF, and it is                 

structurally and functionally different from other NF proteins known to man [90], [91].             

The 3-D structure of CDNF is shown below in Fig. 1.5c. In various animal models of                

Parkinson's disease (PD), CDNF is efficient in protecting and repairing dopaminergic           

neurons, and it inhibits ER stress, neuroinflammation, and apoptosis [92]. Just like            
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MANF, CDNF is also localized to the lumen of ER and it also functions primarily in the                 

modulation of the UPR pathway [88]. 

 

Figure 1.5 3D structure of (a) BDNF(1B8M.pdb) (b) MANF(2W51.pdb) (c) CDNF(4BIT.pdb)           

proteins 

1.4.2 Serum proteins 

Serum proteins are proteins present in blood that serve many different functions,            

including transport of lipids, hormones, vitamins, and minerals in the circulatory           

system and the regulation of acellular activity and functioning of the immune system.             

Other blood proteins act as enzymes, complement components, protease inhibitors, or           

kinin precursors. Although serum proteins have very high concentrations, they exhibit           

an uneven distribution in terms of composition. That is, only about 22 proteins account              

for 99% of all the serum proteins and these include serum albumin, globulins, and              

fibrinogen [93], [94]. The normal serum protein level is 6 to 8 g/dl. Albumin makes               

up 3.5 to 5.0 g/dl, and the remainder is the total globulins [72]. 

Human serum albumin 

Human serum albumin (HSA), also simply referred to as albumin, is the monomeric             

serum albumin found in human blood (Fig. 1.6a). Albumin is the most abundant             

protein found in human blood plasma and it makes up more than half of the total                

protein present in serum. Its molecular mass is 66.5 kDa.  
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In serum, the reference range for albumin concentrations is approximately 35–50           

mg/mL (i.e. 3.5–5.0 g/dL) [95] and it has a serum half-life of approximately 21 days               

[96]. 

Cluster of differentiation 48 

Cluster of differentiation 48 (CD48) antigen also known as B-lymphocyte activation           

marker (BLAST-1) or signaling lymphocytic activation molecule 2 (SLAMF2) is a           

protein with molecular weight of about 45 kDa and a 3-D structure is shown in Fig.                

1.6b. CD48 is a member of the immunoglobulin superfamily (IgSF) and it is found on               

the surface of lymphocytes and other immune cells, dendritic cells and endothelial            

cells, and it participates in the activation and differentiation pathways in these cells             

[97], [98]. 

 

Figure 1.6 3-D structure of (a) HSA (monomeric form, 1E78.pdb) (b) CD48 (2PTV.pdb) proteins 

1.5 Electrochemical methods of analysis  

Different qualitative and quantitative analytical methods are available and being          

applied in MIP characterization. These methods namely chromatography, mass         

spectrophotometry, amongst others have been well established and widely used.          

Along with these techniques, electrochemical methods of analysis such as cyclic           

voltammetry, differential pulse voltammetry, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy       

have been shown promising and useful for MIP study [99]. The above mentioned             

electroanalytical methods will be discussed further below. 

1.5.1 Cyclic voltammetry  

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a versatile electroanalytical technique for the study of            

electroactive species and it is a very effective technique because of its capability to              
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rapidly observe oxidation-reduction (redox) behavior of an electrode surface,         

compound or biological material over a wide potential range [100]. Information about            

the redox potential and the electrochemical reaction rates are obtained by sweeping            

the voltage between two values at a fixed scan rate (Fig. 1.7 A-D) i.e. once the higher                 

voltage limit (D) is achieved, the scan is reversed, and the voltage is swept back to its                 

lower limit (Fig. 1.7 D-G) [101], [102].  

 

Figure 1.7 Cyclic voltammogram [103] (A G): Initial potential applied (A), Oxidation peak (C),              

Higher potential limit (D), Reduction peak (F) and points (B and E) corresponds to the halfway                

potential between the two observed peaks (C and F) 

 

This voltage sweep produces voltammograms or cyclic voltammograms with peaks          

which correspond to oxidation and reduction of the analysed species respectively. Due            

to the inaccurate measurement of the peak currents, CV is not suited for quantitative              

determinations, but rather for qualitative ones, specifically the characterization of the           

imprinted surface [104]. The equilibrium established between the oxidized (Ox) and           

reduced (Red) species is described by the Nernst equation (Eq. 1.1). This equation             

relates the potential of an electrochemical cell (E) to the standard potential of a              

species (E0) and the relative activities of the oxidized [Ox] and reduced [Red] analyte              

in the system at equilibrium: 

 

E = E0 
+ {(RT/nF)∙ln([Ox]/[Red])} (1.1) 

 

where F is Faraday’s constant, R is the universal gas constant, n is the number of                

electrons, and T is the temperature. 

1.5.2 Differential pulse voltammetry  

Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) is voltammetric technique, which exploits pulses          

of fixed amplitude superimposed on a slope of increasing potential that are applied at              
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constant interval to the working electrode (WE) of an electrochemical sensor [105],            

[106]. Current is measured before the application of the pulse and after the second              

pulse. By sampling the current at the end of the successive potential pulses and              

plotting the current difference versus the potential, a peak-shaped response-a          

Gaussian graph is obtained (Fig. 1.8). The area of this peak is directly proportional to               

the analyte concentration. DPV is a widely used technique for quantitative           

measurements in electrochemical analysis due to its high sensitivity and accuracy,           

great peak resolution, fast measurement time and quenching of background effects           

[104], [107].  

 

Figure 1.8 A typical DPV curve showing the change in current vs potential. Δi
p represents the             
 

  

change in current peak 

1.5.3 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy  

For studying the impediment towards electron transfer reactions of surface-modified          

electrodes, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a very useful tool [108].           

EIS is widely used in the study of anticorrosion coatings, sensors, semiconductors,            

electro-organic synthesis, etc. It gives insight into the insulating properties of surface            

assembled monolayers (SAMs) [109]. For a well ordered SAM on an electrode, the             

impedance can be interpreted by an equivalent circuit of double layer capacitance in             

series with solution resistance. Ideally this double layer capacitance (C
dl) behaves like            

constant phase element (CPE) having the impedance (Z): 

 

Z
CPE(ω) = C-1(ω)-𝜶  (1.2) 

 

where C is capacitance (measured in Farads, F), ω is angular frequency (measured in              

rad/s, ω=2 f where f is the frequency, Hz) and 𝜶 equal to 1 (for an ideal capacitor). 

Usually, real systems do not necessarily behave ideally with processes that occur            

distributed in time and space, as a result, specialized circuit elements are often used.              
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These include the generalized constant phase element (CPE) and Warburg element           

(Z
W). The Warburg impedance is an element corresponding to the semi-infinite linear            

diffusion or mass transport impedances in an electrochemical system [110]. Simple           

equivalent electrical circuits models are used to elucidate the properties of the            

materials that are being studied (Fig. 1.9a). 

 

Figure 1.9 (a) Equivalent circuit model showing the Warburg impedance (Z
W), double layer             

capacitance (C
dl), ohmic resistance (R

Ω) and charge transport resistance (R
ct) for EIS analysis             

[111] (b) Nyquist plot between imaginary and real part of impedance 

 

The complex response of the system is usually displayed as a "Nyquist plot" where the               

imaginary part of impedance (Z
im

) is plotted vs. real part of the impedance (Z
re

) as                 

given above in (Fig. 1.9b). In this case, the semicircle has a center Z'= R
Ω

+ R
bs/2 with                  

radius R
bs /2. 

The whole diagram demonstrates the presence of kinetic control (semicircle), and the            

diffusion controlled region (straight line). R
bs

is large if the system is kinetically slow,              

and then there is only a limited region where mass transfer is significant. If R
bs

is small                 

however, then the system is kinetically facile. The charge transport resistance (R
ct)            

value represented by the diameter of the semicircle on the Nyquist plot specifies the              

extent of blocking of the electron transfer between the electroactive species in solution             

and electrode surface. 

1.6 Summary of the literature review and study        

objectives 

Since their discovery, proteins have been shown to be biologically relevant           

macromolecules and their presence in serum could be an important biomarker for the             

disease state of an organism. Since the serum concentration of a NF protein, BDNF,              

has been shown to have a correlation with certain neurodegenerative disorders that            

affect the olderly and in recent times younger people, then its detection is of particular               

interest in biomedical and clinical diagnostics. Present detection methods for fast           

analyte recognition and further quantification of the compound in a sample or mixture             
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today are very costly, requires the use of specialized and high grade analytical grade              

solvents and these systems are somewhat difficult to maintain. Therefore,          

biotechnological engineers are continuously investigating new methods for a cheaper,          

faster, and more reliable method of protein detection in biological samples. 

Sensors with synthetic receptors as recognition elements, which are cheap, easy to            

prepare and stable, as compared to the biological receptors may be a suitable             

analytical tool for protein detection. Molecular imprinting is widely recognized as a            

prospective method to prepare these tailor-made recognition elements, so called          

molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs). Today, MIPs are being studied worldwide by           

many research groups for their applications including solid phase extraction, catalysis,           

remote pollutant detection, as well as analyte-specific recognition layers in biosensors           

among others. The MIP can be electrochemically synthesized as a thin film directly on              

the conducting surface of a sensor transducer using a surface imprinting approach.            

This approach leads to the formation of a polymer with imprinted cavities located at or               

close to the surface of MIPs, enabling easy access of the target protein, and it is a                 

promising way to overcome some of the difficulties associated with protein imprinting.            

Furthermore, the use of electropolymerization for polymer matrix formation is an           

especially attractive method for MIP film synthesis directly on a sensor transducer            

surface because it is a rapid process and gives a film of controlled thickness.This              

electrochemical sensor platform allows for analytical studies and selective         

characterization of the MIP films. 

Recently, Syritski’s group reported a BDNF-MIP prepared via photopolymerization on          

SPE. This BDNF-MIP/SPE, though portable, inexpensive, easy to use and permitting           

fast and accurate measurements still requires better stability, sensitivity and          

reusability. Therefore, this thesis work is purposed to be an improvement of the             

stability, measurement accuracy and ultimately the reusability of BDNF-MIP sensor          

using a different sensor platform such as thin film electrode (TFE).  

The aim of the thesis is to prepare a BDNF-MIP film in TFE for the electrochemical                

detection of BDNF and to study the resulting BDNF-MIP electrochemical sensor in            

terms of its sensitivity to and selectivity for the target. The specific aims are listed               

below: 

1. To adapt the electrochemical surface imprinting approach for preparation of          

BDNF-MIP films taking into account polymerization parameters such as charge          

density and applied potential. 

2. To use thin-film gold electrodes (TFE) as a stable and low-cost electrochemical            

sensing platform. 

3. To apply DPV technique to study the resulting BDNF-MIP/TFE electrochemical          

sensor in terms of its sensitivity to and selectivity for the target. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Materials and chemicals 

4-aminothiophenol 97% (ATP), 2-mercaptoethanol 99%, meta-phenylenediamine      

(mPD), Acetic acid 99.8% and human serum albumin (HSA, 66.5 kDa) were obtained             

from Sigma-Aldrich. 3,3'-dithiobis(sulfosuccinimidyl propionate) (DTSSP) was obtained       

from Pierce Biotechnology, ThermoFisher Scientific Inc. Ethanol 96% was obtained          

from Estonian Spirit OÜ (Estonia). Human recombinant BDNF (13.5 kDa, pI 9.43),            

CDNF (18.5 kDa, pI 7.68), MANF (18.1 kDa, pI 8.55), and CD48 antigen (cluster of               

differentiation 48, 22.2 kDa, pI 9.36) were supplied by Icosagen AS (Tartu, Estonia).             

Ultrapure water (with resistivity of 18.2 MΩ·cm, Millipore, USA) was used in the             

preparation of all aqueous solutions. Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) solution with           

molar concentration 0.01 M and pH value 7.4 was used to prepare analyte solutions.              

MicruX™ thin film electrodes (TFE) were obtained from Micrux Technologies [Gijón           

(Asturias), Spain]. TFE consists of a working electrode (WE) (1 mm diameter), a             

reference electrode (RE), and an auxiliary electrode (AE) all made of gold. 

2.2 Functional monomer selection 

Functional monomer for the preparation of BDNF-MIP film with optimal performance           

was selected based on the prediction of binding energy potential between the            

monomer and BDNF using computational modelling. Several electropolymerizable        

monomers containing complementary functional groups were randomly selected as         

candidate monomers. These include dopamine (DA), 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene       

(EDOT), 2-aminopyridine (2AP), scopoletin and m-Phenylenediamine (mPD).  

2.2.1 Molecular docking 

Molecular docking procedures with Autodock 4.2.6 (from the Scripps Research          

Institute) were applied to selected center atoms and whole protein (receptor) rigid grid             

boxes. All of the analysed proteins have three dimensional (3-D) ligand-bound X-ray            

crystal structures available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) and as such, BDNF, HSA,              

and CD48 3D structures were adopted from the PDB. The candidate monomers were             

scored into the protein as flexible-ligands. The monomers and the proteins were first             

converted to autodock tools format (into .pdbqt files) and the initial files for grid-box              

(.gpf) along with the docking procedure (.dpf) were prepared with autodock tools and             

processed with Autodock 4.2.6 software. 
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2.3 BDNF-MIP film preparation 

BDNF-MIP film synthesis on the surface of the WE of TFE includes the following stages               

(Fig. 2.1): (a) functionalization of the sensor surface with 4-ATP, then DTSSP            

crosslinker and finally immobilization of the BDNF protein via the crosslinker; (b)            

electropolymerization of mPD to form a thin layer PmPD film around BDNF molecule             

(PmPD-BDNF); (c) removal of BDNF from the polymer matrix to form BDNF-MIP film             

on the sensor surface.  

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic representation for BDNF-MIP film formation techniques on the Au WE of              

TFE. (a) Functionalization of the gold (Au) sensor surface with BDNF via DTSSP linker; (b) mPD                

electrodeposition; (c) removal of (washing out) BDNF from the polymer matrix to form             

BDNF-MIP 

2.3.1 Functionalization of the sensor surface and BDNF 

immobilization 

Prior to film electrodeposition, the working electrode (WE) of TFE was cleaned            

electrochemically in 0.1 M H
2SO

4
solution, cycling the potential from 0.1 to 1.15 V at a                

scan rate of 100 mV/s for 15 cycles. Next was WE surface modification with 4-ATP,               

carried out by immersing the cleaned electrode in an ethanolic solution of 0.1 M 4-ATP               

for a duration of 1 hour to form the self-assembled monolayer, at which point ethanol               

was used to assiduously rinse the electrode so as to remove the unreacted thiols at               

the electrode surface and then the electrode was dried under a nitrogen flow.             

Afterwards, the 4-ATP monolayer was further functionalized by reacting the surface           

with a 10 mM solution of DTSSP in PBS for approximately 30 minutes. Lastly, a 0.025                

M solution of BDNF in PBS was applied to the surface for approximately 30 minutes to                

immobilize BDNF on the ATP-DTSSP-modified TFE [7].  
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2.3.2 PmPD electrodeposition 

Following the BDNF immobilization on the WE of TFE the electropolymerization of mPD             

was done by applying a constant potential (0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl/KCl
sat) to the electrode              

immersed in PBS solution containing 10mM of mPD. The PmPD electrodeposition was            

carried out in an electrochemical cell connected to the Gamry workstation (Reference            

600, Gamry Instruments, USA) through a connector purchased from Micrux          

Technologies [Gijón (Asturias), Spain]. A three-electrode external system was used,          

with the gold electrode of TFE as WE, a platinum wire as auxiliary electrode, and               

Ag/AgCl/KCl as a reference electrode.  

The thickness of the electrodeposited PmPD film containing BDNF (PmPD-BDNF) was           

controlled by the amount of the electrical charge passed through the WE.  

2.3.3 Removal of target  

The target protein, BDNF, embedded within the polymer matrix of PmPD-BDNF was            

removed from the polymer in order to create a BDNF-MIP. To do this, the              

PmPD-BDNFmodified electrode was dipped in a 0.1 M solution of 2-mercaptoethanol in            

ethanol (ME/EtOH), and agitated using vortex at 600 rpm overnight (ca 16 hours).             

After rinsing with ethanol and Millipore water, the electrode was then immersed into a              

3 M acetic acid (AA) solution and the same parameters of agitation were applied but               

for 30 minutes. Lastly, the electrode was then immersed in PBS solution for another              

30 minutes without agitation. Thereafter, the resulting BDNF-MIP sensor was cleaned           

thoroughly with Millipore water before protein rebinding studies. To study and quantify            

the affinity of BDNF-MIP towards BDNF molecules, we also prepared a non-imprinted            

polymer (NIP) structure. Formation of BDNF-NIP was based on the very same protocol             

and conditions as the BDNF-MIP, excluding protein subsequent removal after          

polymerization. In this case there were no molecular cavities on the NIP film surface              

because the target protein was still very much contained in it. 

2.4 Characterization of MIP preparation steps 

Electrochemical measurements (CV, DPV and EIS) were used to characterize the           

BDNF-MIP preparation steps. The measurements were made in an electrochemical cell           

connected to the Gamry workstation (Reference 600, Gamry Instruments, USA)          

through a connector purchased from Micrux Technologies [Gijón (Asturias), Spain]. A           

three-electrode external system was used, with the gold electrode of TFE as WE, a              

platinum wire as an auxiliary electrode, and Ag/AgCl/KCl as a reference electrode            

during the synthesis step of the MIP preparation. All potentials in the text are referred               

to Ag/AgCl/KCl electrodes. 
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2.4.1 Cyclic voltammetry 

CV measurements were carried out in a 1M KCl solution containing 4mM redox probe -               

K
3[Fe(CN)

6]/K
4[Fe(CN)

6]. The potentials were varied between -0.1 and 0.5 V at a scan             

rate of 50 mV/s. Three potential scan cycles were applied for each electrode.  

2.4.2. Differential pulse voltammetry 

The DPV measurements were conducted in 1M KCl solution containing 4mM redox            

probe K
3[Fe(CN)

6]/K
4[Fe(CN)

6]. The potentials were varied in the range of -0.2 to 0.05             

V and pulse size of 0.25 mV. The pulse amplitude was 0.025 V, pulse time 0.05 s, and                  

step potential of 0.005 V. 

2.4.3 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy  

EIS measurements were performed in a 1 M KCl solution containing 4 mM redox probe               

K
3[Fe(CN)

6]/K
4[Fe(CN)

6] solution. The frequency range was between 100 kHz and 0.1           

Hz and an amplitude 10 mV was applied. The experiments were repeated for at least               

three times and the impedance spectra were fitted to an equivalent electrical circuit by              

using the equivalent circuit program provided by Gamry Echem Analyst software. 

2.5 Rebinding study 

The capacity of the synthesized BDNF-MIP film to specifically adsorb BDNF was            

analysed using DPV technique in 1 M KCl solution containing 4 mM of the redox probe                

K
3[Fe(CN)

6]/K
4[Fe(CN)

6]. After preparation the BDNF-MIP/TFE was incubated in a PBS          

buffer solution of pH 7.4 for 30 minutes. Thereafter, a series of DPV measurements              

were carried out in redox probe solution to obtain a stable baseline response, i.e. DPV               

response after incubation in blank PBS solution. Then, the sensor was subsequently            

incubated in the analyte solution of varying concentrations of BDNF from 1 to 100              

ng/ml in PBS. Each analyte incubation was done for a duration of approximately 30              

minutes followed by subsequent incubation in PBS for yet another 30 minutes to wash              

off loosely bound non-specific target analytes before the DPV measurements. The           

recorded DPV current peaks were normalized to obtain the normalized response           

signals (I) of the BDNF-MIP/TFE sensor. Eq. 2.1 below, shows the relationship between             

the normalized response signals (I), the initial current response after incubation in            

blank PBS solution (I
PBS) and the current response after incubation in PBS containing a              

particular concentration of analyte (I
Conc). 

 

I = (I
PBS -IConc )/IPBS 

(2.1) 
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On BDNF-NIP films as well, similar rebinding measurements were carried out with the             

NIP films acting as reference against MIP. 

Furthermore, equilibrium adsorption isotherms were generated to determine the         

adsorption capacity of BDNF-MIP and -NIP against BDNF. Langmuir adsorption model           

as depicted in Eq. 2.2 was adopted to fit the binding isotherm and from that, both the                 

dissociation constant (K
D) and maximum binding response at saturation (A

sat) values           

were obtained.  

 

A = (A
sat C)/(K

D+C) (2.2) 

 

From the maximum binding response at saturation (A
sat) on BDNF-MIP and -NIP            

estimated, The imprinting factor for BDNF (IF
bdnf) can be calculated from the equation             

2.3 below: 

 

IF
bdnf = A

sat MIP
target /A

satNIP
target

(2.3) 

 

where A
satMIP

target
and A

satNIP
target are normalized saturated response signals after BDNF   

 
       

(target) adsorption on BDNF-MIP and NIP films, respectively  

2.6 Selectivity study 

BDNF-MIP’s ability to selectively recognize BDNF in buffer solutions was examined.           

This was done by comparing BDNF-MIP responses towards BDNF and other different            

proteins at concentrations from 1 - 50 ng/mL. Proteins used in the selectivity             

experiments include CDNF, MANF and CD48 (Fig. 1.5 and 1.6). Their selection was             

based on both close and slightly different similarities with the target; and also the              

possibility of being located in human serum same as BDNF. On BDNF-MIP and NIP, the               

adsorption experiments with the non-target proteins provided their A
sat

values which           

were obtained by fitting the isotherm to the Langmuir model in eq. 2.2 and from that                

the IF’ of the other proteins were calculated. Specifically, a selectivity parameter,            

alpha (𝜶), which is the ‘selectivity factor’ given by the equation below (Eq. 2.4) was               

then determined.  

 

𝜶 = IF
bdnf /IF’

non-target
 (2.4) 

 

where IF
bdnf

is BDNF’s imprinting factor (from eqn. 2.3) and IF’
non-target is the non-target          

 
   

proteins imprinting factor obtained via adsorption experiments on BDNF-MIP and NIP           

films, respectively. 
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It should be noted that for BDNF (being the target protein for BDNF-MIP in this study),                

its 𝜶 value is approximately 1.00. Since an inverse relationship exists between the             

IF’
non-target and 𝜶, it translates that a higher 𝜶 value means lower polymer selectivity (or

 
              

molecular recognition ability of the BDNF-MIP film) towards the individual particular           

non-target protein molecule and vice versa. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Selection of functional monomer  

Prior to BDNF-MIP synthesis, rational selection of the monomer was done on the basis              

of molecular docking [112] to determine both the energetically favorable binding           

positions and also the strength of the non-covalent interactions between the target            

molecule and a functional monomer. Molecular docking is a key tool in drug design and               

structural molecular biology. Its goal is to predict the predominant binding mode(s) of             

a ligand (a protein or any other molecule) with another protein of known             

three-dimensional structure [113] and it has been extensively applied for the rational            

selection of monomers for protein-MIPs [42], [114]. Ligand—protein docking is being           

explored because it can be used to perform virtual screening on large libraries of              

compounds, rank the results, and propose structural hypotheses of how the ligands            

interact with the protein.  

GScore is an empirical scoring function (Eq. 3.1) which scores the energy-minimized            

poses of these monomers and approximates the monomer binding free energy,           

bearing in mind parameters such as van der Waals (vdW) interaction, electrostatic            

(Coul) attractions, H-bonds, solvatation effect (Desolv) and rotatable bonds energy          

(Tors) [42].  

 

GScore =vdW + Coul + H-bond + Desolv + TorsΔ (3.1) 

 

where vdW - van der Waals, Coul - electrostatic , H-bond - hydrogen bonds, Desolv -                

solvation effects, Tors - rotatable bonds energy respectively. It is important to note             

that the specific term that accounts for the solvation effect is already included in              

GScore [112]. For BDNF-MIP formation, the particular monomer that produced the           

lowest-energy (GScore) docked complex with BDNF was considered as the most           

suitable. According to the results obtained, mPD was seen to be the monomer with the               

lowest GScore value (Table 3.1) when compared with other monomers; EDOT, 2AP,            

scopoletin and DA (Fig. 3.1).  

In addition to the computational modelling, the physical properties of a monomer such             

as solubility and electrooxidation potential should be considered as well in order to             

select the appropriate monomer for a target protein. Thus, mPD exhibits outstanding            

solubility in PBS meanwhile EDOT and scopoletin are less soluble in aqueous ionic             

solution. In comparison with DA, mPD has a faster electropolymerization rate [21]            

which is very valuable because in this case the immobilized protein is less prone to the                

synthesis solution as well as to the applied potential and so reduces the likelihood of               
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the protein molecule undergoing changes in its conformation in solution. For this            

purpose, mPD was rationally selected for BDNF-MIP synthesis. 

 

Figure 3.1 The chemical structures of the candidate monomers. 

 

Table 3.1 shows the different selected monomers and their individual binding energy values with              

BDNF in decreasing order from right to left. 

       GScore (kJ/mol) 

Monomers mPD EDOT Scopoletin   2AP DA 

Binding energies -22.6 -21.5 -21.46 -21.26 -19.7 

3.2 BDNF-MIP preparation 

The BDNF-MIP film synthesis was done electrochemically on the WE of TFE. First, the              

gold WE surface was modified with amino groups of 4-ATP forming a self-assembled             

monolayer, followed by attachment of a homobifunctional crosslinker with a cleavable           

disulfide bond (-S-S-), DTSSP, and lastly the immobilization of BDNF by the formation             

of covalent amide bond between the succinimide group of DTSSP and amino group of              

lysine residues of BDNF [7].  

CV, DPV and EIS measurements were carried out to characterize the stages of             

electrode modification in the course of BDNF immobilization on the WE of the TFE. In               

Fig. 3.2a, the redox peak current decreases significantly after BDNF immobilization as            

compared to the Au surface because as a consequence of the immobilized structure             

(ATP-DTSSP-BDNF) on the Au surface, a dense insulating layer is created which            

greatly inhibits the faradaic process on the electrode surface.  
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Figure 3.2 BDNF immobilization on the gold slide electrode as WE (Ag/AgCl/KCl as RE, and spiral                

shaped Pt as AE). Each step was characterized by (a) CV (b) EIS and (c) DPV in 1 M KCl solution                     

containing 4 mM of the redox probe K
3[Fe(CN)

6]/K4[Fe(CN)
6] 

 

A similar result was also observed by DPV with the peak value dropping towards the               

baseline (point zero), after PmPD-BDNF film formation (Fig. 3.2c). For EIS, we            

estimate the charge transfer resistance from the width of the Nyguist plot (Fig. 3.2b).              

As can be seen, the width of the semicircle increased from 0.356 Ω/cm2 (the bare Au                

electrode) to 0.938 Ω/cm2 (Au-ATP), then 10.076 Ω/cm2 (Au-ATP-DTSSP) and lastly           

65.56 Ω/cm2 (after BDNF modification), and this directly correlates to an observed            

decrease in the charge transfer. Charge transfer resistance increases because the bare            

gold electrode becomes partially passivated and this correspondingly limits the ability           

of the redox probe to access its surface.  

Potentiostatic synthesis of the polymer, PmPD, from the functional monomer solution           

was then carried out while paying attention to the polymerization parameters such as:             

applied charge density, and applied potential. Prior to the potentiostatic deposition,           

the oxidation window of mPD was first determined via CV to obtain the optimum              

applied potential for polymer synthesis. From the plot in Fig. 3.3a, we observe that the               

oxidation potential window of mPD lies from 400 mV to 900 mV. Therefore, for              

potentiostatic deposition, 600mV was adopted as applied potential, though being a           
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little higher than the E
1/2

potential (560 mV) of mPD [115]. A similar work on               

NF-protein imprinted polymers was done using this potential for mPD electrodeposition           

[15].  

For optimization of the thickness of the polymer film, BDNF-MIP and NIP couples were              

synthesized using charge density of 1 and 2 mC/cm2 
and the rebinding experiments        

 
    

were carried out. The imprinting factor (IF) values calculated by Eq. 2.3 were then              

compared (Fig. 3.3b). As it can be seen, the polymer film prepared with a charge               

density of 2 mC/cm2 had higher IF value which meant it possessed more binding sites               

within its matrix and could adsorb BDNF more when compared to the film synthesized              

with a charge density of 1 mC/cm2. This film had a thickness of 4.7 nm [15] and it was                   

considered as optimum because according to the surface imprinting strategy employed           

in this work, at this thickness, the polymer film will confine around the protein’s              

median dimension and as such, extraction of the protein from the matrix of the              

synthesized film to leave a selective molecular cavity can be done effectively.  

 

Figure 3.3 (a) Cyclic voltammograms in the range 0-900 mV (gold slide electrode as WE,               

Ag/AgCl/KCl as RE, and spiral shaped Pt as AE) of 10 mM mPD in PBS. (b) IF values from                   

adsorption curves on BDNF-MIP and-NIP synthesized using charge density of 1 mC/cm2 and 2              

mC/cm2 on the WE surface of TFE 

 

After polymerization, the entrapped template molecules must be removed from the           

polymer film and solvent extraction is the common method applied at this stage. This              

is also referred to as the ‘washing out process’. Here, we subject the TFE coated with                

polymer film firstly to a solvent, which is capable of cleaving the covalent -S-S- bond               

of the linker DTSSP, and then another solvent, which cleaves the non-covalent            

hydrogen bonds and ionic bonds existing between carboxyl group of amino acids of the              

protein and amino group of the polymer matrix and disintegrates the protein from the              

polymer without degenerating the integrity of the polymer film. 
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For this aim, we incubated the BDNF-PmPD-modified TFE firstly in a 0.1 M ME solution               

and then, in a 3 M AA solution and the changes in charge transfer at the                

electrode/electrolyte interface were electrochemically monitored by CV and EIS. The          

resulting BDNF-MIP film was further incubated in PBS solution before stabilization by            

DPV in probe solution. 

We assumed that after the template molecules have been removed, the imprinted            

cavities should be exposed and should permit the diffusion of the ions of the redox               

probe resulting in an increase of the redox peak current.  

 

Figure 3.4 (a) CV and (b) EIS measurements showing washing out steps of the synthesized               

PmPD-BDNF on WE of TFE in 1 M KCl solution containing 4 mM of the redox probe                 

K
3[Fe(CN)

6]/K4[Fe(CN)
6] 

 

In Fig. 3.4a, we observe that the Au electrode modified with BDNF (Au/BDNF) shows a               

reversible current peak for the redox pair which demonstrates a diffusion-controlled           

electron transfer reaction. After electropolymerization, we observe the absence of          

well-defined current peaks on the cyclic voltammogram of Au/PmPD-BDNF modified          

electrode. This is indicative of a major hindrance to the charge-transfer reaction            

involving the redox pair resulting from blocking of the surface via the formation of the               

polymer layer. After using ME as a washing out solvent on the Au/PmPD-BDNF, we              

also observe that there is no significant change in the current peak comparable to that               

observed in Au/PmPD-BDNF, indicating that the even though disulphide bonds of the            

cross linker were cleaved by the action of ME, the protein was still entrapped within               

the polymer matrix and as a result the presence of surface blocking of the current.               

Lastly, after AA application, we notice the presence of current transport on the             

electrode surface. Washing out of the entrapped template molecule from the matrix of             

PmPD-BDNF leads to the formation of BDNF-MIP. It is pertinent to note that the              

electronic current observed at the electrode surface after AA action appears lower than             

that of Au/BDNF, because it undoubtedly informs us that the electrode surface, there             
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is still presence of the polymer film and also that the polymer surface is not completely                

blocked, since current can still be observed.  

For the EIS spectra, the charge transfer resistance was estimated from the width of              

the Nyguist plot (Fig. 3.4b). As can be seen, the width of the semicircle increased from                

4.176 kΩ/cm2 (the BDNF-modified Au surface) to 73.656 kΩ/cm2 (electrodeposited          

PmPD). We then observe a decrease in the semicircle width to 31.184 kΩ/cm2 after              

ME cleavage and lastly 21.108 kΩ/cm2 after WO with 3M AA. This increase and              

decrease directly correlates to an observed change in the charge transfer. Charge            

transfer resistance increases by reason of non-conductive PmPD electrodeposition on          

the gold surface of WE, and then decreases with the protein cleavage and washing out               

steps. 

3.3 Rebinding study 

3.3.1 Electrochemical measurements  

BDNF-MIP capability to absorb the target analyte (BDNF) was also studied. We            

incubated the BDNF-MIP-modified TFE in various concentrations of BDNF solution and           

monitored the resulting changes in charge transfer by DPV in redox probe solution             

(Fig. 3.5a). The sensor was first incubated in a blank PBS solution to obtain a               

reference baseline for the subsequent BDNF concentration measurements. We observe          

that the current peak reduces with increasing concentration of BDNF, which suggests            

gradual blocking of the ions from migrating from the solution through the exposed MIP              

cavities. Fig. 3.5b is the normalized current response (normalized by PBS buffer)            

which has an inverse relationship with the actual measurement i.e the normalized            

response increases on increased concentration of BDNF. 

 

Figure 3.5 (a) DPV current peaks and (b) normalized DPV current peak responses, obtained              

after incubation of BDNF-MIP sensors in different BDNF concentrations in PBS 
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3.3.2 Binding isotherms 

The values of DPV normalized responses were used to plot the adsorption isotherms             

for BDNF-MIP and BDNF-NIP towards BDNF (Fig. 3.6). Fitting of these isotherms to             

Langmuir adsorption model (Eq. 2.2) allowed estimations of the values of saturated            

response (A
sat) for BDNF-MIP and NIP being 0.510 and 0.099, respectively. The            

imprinting factor (IF) calculated as the ratio between saturated response on BDNF-MIP            

and -NIP was estimated to be approximately 5.12. This translates to BDNF-MIP having             

more binding sites with high affinity available in its matrix towards BDNF, its target              

molecule, and as such is capable of adsorbing BDNF 5.12 times more as compared to               

the reference, BDNF-NIP.  

 

Figure 3.6 BDNF adsorption isotherms on the BDNF-MIP (grey), and BDNF-NIP (red). Saturated             

response values on BDNF-MIP and BDNF-NIP are 0.510 and 0.099 respectively 

3.3.3 Selectivity study 

The selectivity of prepared BDNF-MIP was studied by evaluating its capability to bind             

the target protein and the non-target or interfering proteins such as CDNF, MANF, and              

CD48 which different in terms of size and isoelectric point (pI) from BDNF. MANF and               

CDNF, the NF family proteins, were selected because of their always being present in              

human serum and therefore are capable of interfering with the sensor response just             

like the target protein (BDNF). CD48 was selected because it has a similar pI value               

with BDNF and is also present in serum, although both proteins have different             

molecular weights. The sensor selectivity was first studied in the absence of any             

background protein. Therefore, for this study, we placed the sensor to interact with             

both different concentrations BDNF and the non-target proteins in PBS buffer solution.            

For this purpose, different concentrations of the proteins in the range of 1 – 50 ng/mL                

were applied. Findings of this study revealed that BDNF-MIP/TFE sensors gave a            

higher response to BDNF than to the other non-target proteins (Fig. 3.7a). We             
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observed that with increasing protein concentration, the differences in sensor          

responses after interaction with BDNF and the non-target proteins also increased.           

Already at the first concentration (1 ng/mL), BDNF response was approximately five            

times higher as compared to the other proteins. On the other hand, for BDNF-NIP/TFE              

sensor, the responses of both BDNF and the non-target proteins remained           

approximately constant for all proteins at or below the level of BDNF for all tested               

concentrations with a slight increase observed already at 10 ng/mL concentration (Fig.            

3.7b). 

 

Figure 3.7 The selectivity test of (a) BDNF-MIP and (b) BDNF-NIP towards BDNF, MANF, CDNF               

and CD48 conducted through incubation in 1 – 50 ng/mL solutions of the various proteins in PBS 

 

Table 3.2 Selectivity factor values of the different proteins used in the selectivity experiment 

Protein   A
sat

𝜶 

MIP NIP  

BDNF 0.51 0.10 1.00 

CDNF 0.05 0.05 5.12 

MANF 0.09 0.10 5.69 

CD48 0.02 0.16 39.4 

 

From the selectivity experiments performed on both BDNF-MIP and NIP surfaces, the            

binding isotherms were plotted and fitted to the Langmuir model (Eq. 2.2).            

Subsequently, the A
sat

values obtained on both polymer films for BDNF and the             

non-target proteins (MANF, CDNF and CD48), were used to calculate their respective            

imprinting factors (IF’
non-target) and selectivity factors (𝜶) (Eq. 2.4). In general, a higher             

𝜶 value means lower selectivity (or lower molecular recognition ability) of the            

BDNF-MIP film towards the individual particular non-target protein molecule and vice           

versa. From table 3.2 above, we see that BDNF-MIP exhibits the highest selective             

recognition towards BDNF as compared to other analytes (𝜶 for BDNF=1.00). Although            

both CDNF and MANF have some close similarities to BDNF (Fig. 1.5), BDNF-MIP             
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demonstrated about five times (𝜶 for CDNF=5.12, MANF=5.69) more preferential          

recognition towards BDNF than these analogues. Additionally, CD48 with the highest           

value of 𝜶 was seen to be the least selectively recognized protein by the BDNF-MIP               

film. 

3.3.4 Determination of limit of detection 

Furthermore, to determine the analytical limits for the BDNF-MIP sensor we carried out             

more rebinding experiments using lower concentration range (0 - 40 pg/ml) of the             

analyte. However, since the sensor is intended to be used in human serum that              

consists other interfering analytes, the analyte solutions were prepared in the           

presence of 0.8 mg/mL HSA concentration being the most abundant protein in human             

serum. 

This concentration of HSA was determined by direct dilution in PBS (approximately 62             

times) of normal serum concentration of HSA (35-50 mg/mL) to a concentration where             

BDNF’s effect i.e. its response on the sensor, is apparently measurable in the range of               

1 ng/mL and the linear regression plot was obtained (Fig. 3.8). With the BDNF              

concentration varying from 0 to 40 pg/ml while HSA concentration in solution was kept              

constant, the sensor produced a quasi-linear response. For the different BDNF           

concentrations tested within this range, the the coefficient of determination,          

R-squared, being equal to 0.997 was obtained by the linear regression, and LoD and              

LoQ values, 5.2 pg/ml and 17.3 pg/ml respectively calculated from the equations            

below (Eq. 3.2 and 3.3) where SD is the standard deviation. 

 

LoD=3∙SD/Slope (3.2) 

LoQ=10∙SD/Slope (3.3) 

 

 

Figure 3.8 The linear regression plot showing BDNF-MIP/TFE sensor responses at different            

concentrations of BDNF and 0.8 mg/mL HSA in PBS 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis supports and provides evidence of the possibility of combining a highly             

selective and robust BDNF-MIP with a TFE for the electrochemical label-free detection            

and analysis of BDNF. BDNF, being an important NF protein whose concentration in             

serum has been directly correlated with the neurological disease state of patients, was             

selected as target analyte. TFE was selected as a miniaturized, inexpensive           

electrochemical sensor platform. To prepare a BDNF-MIP on TFE, an electrochemical           

surface imprinting approach was employed as it created the possibility to develop thin             

film imprinted polymers with cavities on or close to the surface of the polymer directly               

on the sensor surface. As a result, these conclusions were drawn from this work: 

1. Molecular docking studies supported the selection of meta-phenylenediamine        

(mPD) as an appropriate functional monomer for the electropolymerization of          

thin film BDNF-containing polymers. 

2. BDNF-MIP electrosynthesis was successfully optimized on the TFE sensor         

surface. mPD electrochemical polymerization was carried out at potentiostatic         

mode with a potential of 600 mV(vs Ag/AgCl) and charge density of 2 mC/cm2,              

resulting in a homogeneous BDNF-PmPD film on the WE surface of TFE. This             

was followed by a rigorous 18-hour washing out procedure using          

mercaptoethanolic and acetic acid solvents to form the BDNF-MIP.  

3. Langmuir adsorption model was used to best describe the adsorption of BDNF            

on BDNF-MIP. The IF value, based on saturated response's ratio, of BDNF on             

both BDNF-MIP and NIP surfaces was estimated at 5.12 which translates to            

BDNF-MIP having more binding sites in its matrix than BDNF-NIP and therefore            

demonstrated a greater adsorption capacity towards BDNF. 

4. BDNF-MIP/TFE sensors exhibited significantly higher molecular recognition       

ability towards BDNF in comparison with other proteins CDNF, MANF and CD48.            

The sensor’s molecular recognition ability, given by the selectivity factor (α),           

was found to be 5.12, 5.69 and 39.4 times lower for CDNF, MANF and CD48               

respectively, than it was for BDNF. 

5. BDNF-MIP/TFE sensor showed an outstanding LoD of 5.2 pg/mL for BDNF in the             

simulated serum solution (PBS containing HSA) and so, these inferences were           

made;  

● For BDNF ELISA kits, the LoD is approximately 12.2 pg/mL under serum            

conditions [116]. Therefore, since the LoD of BDNF for this sensor was            

determined in a simulated serum solution, and was found to be           

approximately two times lower than that of ELISA, the BDNF-MIP/TFE          

sensor exhibited impressive analytical performance. 
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● Furthermore, since serum BDNF concentration in neurologic diseased        

patients lie approximately within the range 10 times lower than 8 - 40             

ng/mL, with our BDNF-MIP/TFE sensor, we will be able to measure           

serum concentration of BDNF in these disease conditions. 
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SUMMARY 

Neurodegenerative disorders (NDs), which was believed to be associated only with the            

elderly, is now increasingly becoming prevalent in young people. Brain-derived          

neurotrophic factor (BDNF), a neurotrophic factor protein whose serum concentration,          

has a correlation with the neurodegenerative disordered state of an individual was            

seen to have a significantly lower serum concentration in diseased patients than in             

normal healthy patients. Hence, there is a need to clinically detect and quantify BDNF              

concentration in serum in order to help curb the prevalence and early onset of growing               

neurologic disorders especially in the young people. Currently, ELISA, Liquid          

Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry among others are methods used for BDNF         

detection and quantification with outstanding precision. These methods however         

require quite a lot of strict standard operating procedures, are relatively expensive and             

in some cases, require specialized operation of their systems which makes them not so              

feasible for rapid, on-the-spot, analysis. Therefore, sensors modified with synthetic          

receptors as recognition elements which are cheap, easy to prepare and stable, as             

compared to the biological receptors can be a prospective alternative analytical tool            

for BDNF rapid detection.  

These synthetic receptors developed by virtue of molecular imprinting technology and           

known to possess inexpensive fabrication, excellent recognition for the target          

molecules for which they were made, good stability in both high and low pH and               

temperature conditions are called Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs). MIP films          

have shown successful application in biosensing, drug delivery, environmental         

analysis, therapeutic monitoring. 

The goal of this thesis work was to prepare a BDNF-MIP film interfaced with a TFE as                 

an inexpensive and miniaturized electrochemical sensor platform and to study the           

resulting BDNF-MIP/TFE sensor in terms of its sensitivity to and selectivity for BDNF. 

Electrochemical surface imprinting approach was adapted for direct synthesis of          

BDNF-MIP on TFE sensor surface (BDNF-MIP/TFE). Polymer electrosynthesis was done          

potentiostatically at a potential of 600 mV (vs Ag/AgCl) and charge density of 2              

mC/m2. Afterwards, BDNF was successfully removed from the polymer matrix after           

washing the polymer in both mercaptoethanolic and acidic solutions for a total of 18              

hours. The resulting BDNF-MIP showed quite high adsorption capacity towards BDNF,           

estimated by the imprinting factor (IF) of 5.12 and it also demonstrated high             

selectivity for BDNF when compared with other closely related neurotrophic factors           

and serum protein molecules. Notwithstanding, BDNF-MIP/TFE sensor was also able to           

detect BDNF in the presence of an interfering protein, HSA, with a LoD value of 5.2                
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pg/mL (whereas for ELISA kits designed for BDNF, their LoD is approximately 12.2             

pg/mL). 

To summarize, a BDNF-MIP/TFE sensor capable of selective detection of BDNF protein            

in artificial serum was successfully fabricated using an electrochemical surface          

imprinting synthesis strategy. It is of vital importance to note that this possibility to              

integrate BDNF-MIP with thin film electrode sensors demonstrates great potential for           

prospective development of novel portable and robust point of care (PoC) devices for             

analytical sensing and real time diagnosis/prognosis of NDs in patients using their            

sera.  
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